Lidl Hong Kong Limited – Internship and Graduate Schemes

Internship

Lidl Hong Kong Limited has put together an internship program that provides the hands-on experience that all University students need to get ahead in their chosen career. We have internships available in our Commercial and Corporate Teams:

About

- 3 months from 4th June 2018 to 31st August 2018
- Based in our offices in the iconic ICC building or at our state of the art laboratory.
- Competitive pay and benefits.

How can you secure a place in the 2018 Lidl Hong Kong Limited Summer Internship?

- Applications will open in January 2018 and close in March 2018.
- We will be accepting applications via our careers website, various university jobs boards and from careers fairs.
- Email us a letter of motivation and a copy of your cv to graduates@lidl.com.hk

Your Profile

- Will graduate in 2019
- Expecting a 2.1 degree or higher or GPA score of at least 3.3
- Internship must fulfill educational objectives for the degree program of the applicant’s university
- Ability to commit to a full time work schedule for 3 months
- Ability to work independently or in a group
- Excellent problem solving skills
- Self-motivated and detail oriented
- Good command of written and spoken English, Mandarin and Cantonese
- Excellent and effective written and verbal communication skills
- Proficient in Microsoft Office products

Graduate Scheme

Lidl Hong Kong Limited has put together a two year, intensive and comprehensive graduate training scheme. This hot off the press and newly created scheme has been designed to equip you with everything you need to stand-out and be the best. As well as leadership, team working, communication and organisational skills, we'll see to it that you will get all the early responsible, breadth of exposure and in-depth training you need to excel. We are, after all creating our future leaders!

About

- Two year rotation
- 4 placements across different categories
- Based in our offices in the iconic ICC building or at our state of the art laboratory
- Competitive pay and benefits
- A mix of on the job training and mentorship
- Commercial Graduates – Product Development – Sourcing – Merchandising – Quality, Production and Manufacturing Excellence – Compliance and Sustainability


How can you secure a place in the 2018 Lidl Hong Kong Limited Graduate Scheme?

- Applications will open in January 2018 and close in March 2018.
- Will graduate in 2018
- Expecting a 2.1 degree or higher or GPA score of at least 3.3.
- We will be accepting applications via our careers website, various university jobs boards and from careers fairs.
- Assessment will involve a letter of motivation, on-site interviews, case study and presentation evaluations.
- Email us a letter of motivation and a copy of your cv to graduates@lidl.com.hk